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Text A — Pupils collect £17 000 in charity expedition

1. to fundraise (for charity) / (charity) fundraising / to collect money (for charity)

2. (has) collected more money than their (fundraising) target

3. False – in just nine days

4. True – donations are still coming in

5. True – all 20 members of the team managed to complete the challenge

6. False – without a single bike breaking down

7. G

8. A

9. B

10. (a) rain (b) wind (in any order; both answers for [1])

Text A: [10]

11. internationally
12. plumes
13. support

14. when combined with a massive amount of people doing the same thing
15. an individual spends one hour counting birds in their garden.

16. F
17. G
18. B

Text B: [8]
Text C — An interview with Charlie Higson

19. comedian
20. (to) fantasize
21. turns them into zombies / it/the disease turns people (over the age of 14) into zombies
22. the *Enemy* series
23. monsters
24. characters
25. G
26. H
27. A
28. (quite) attached (to the characters)
29. A, B  (*in any order*)

[2]

Text C: [12]
Text D — The Australian new-age dad


31.  change the oil in the car / change a bike tire
     *If candidates give more than one example, assess only the first answer.*

32.  D

33.  A

34.  outside

35.  as well as

36.  like

37.  instead of

Text D: [10]

Total: [40]